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WordPress Video Training Tutorials Released - Learn How to Setup WordPress

A series of WordPress video training tutorials are now available from BarneyDavey.com. WordPress is the
website builder software most preferred by business owners. They like it offers professional website design
options with easy-to-update features.

Nov. 16, 2011 - PRLog -- While WordPress provides tremendous flexibility and possibilities for its users,
like all versatile software it requires a learning curve to master how to get the most from it. This
information filled set of 40+ WordPress video training tutorials covers all aspects of how to setup
WordPress and use it most effectively. 

The seven modules provide in-depth training and numerous useful details. They are categorized under these
broad topics: 

1.   Installing WordPress
2.   Customizing WordPress
3.   Configuring WordPress
4.   Updating WordPress
5.   Backing up your WordPress site
6.   Using WordPress
7.   Bonus – Extra WordPress Stuff

Each WordPress video training lesson provides clear, concise instructions that present a comprehensive
understanding of the different aspects of WordPress. Learning how to use WordPress is made stress-free
with these videos. Acquiring knowledge is nearly always easier when one can visually follow the steps to
complete a task, and repeat them if necessary. 

Throughout the WordPress video training tutorial series, viewers learn invaluable SEO strategies that are
typically not elsewhere. This results in WordPress sites that are not not just impressive to view, but  that
also get highly desired search engine traffic.

Users can download these videos to watch as often as they want and at their own pace. And, they can be
shared. For business owners with staff or virtual assistants, these videos become a huge asset. By allowing
personnel to learn on their own pace with no extra expense for materials, training on how to use WordPress
is easy, informal and affordable.

The full cost to download the 40+ WordPress video training tutorials is just $9.95.  There are no strings
attached. Each purchase comes with a no-risk full 30-day money back guarantee.  To order the instant
download, or get more details, go to:  http://barneydavey.com/wordpress.

Barney Davey is a bestselling author, respected blogger and small business marketing consultant. He is a
WordPress enthusiast who has built numerous websites using it. For anyone wishing to create a website,
blog or both, he heartily recommends using WordPress. 

Now powering 22 of every 100 new domains registered in the U.S.,  and with more than five million
downloads, WordPress is incredibly popular. It has an impressive supportive community around it that
helps it users get the most benefit from the program.
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BarneyDavey.com is a media company that publishes books, e-books, blogs, online newsletters, workshops,
and webinars for small businesses. The company provides specialized marketing for visual artists, including
fine artists, fine art photographers and graphic designers.

The company's flagship blog, http://www.ArtPrintIssues.com is edited as a business blog for visual artists
and fine art photographers. Its How to Profit from the Art Print Market, is now in its second edition, and
has been a bestseller on the Amazon.com "Business of Art" category since 2005.
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